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Welcome to 10 Lonsdale Road, a wonderful light filled, semi-detached, updated and beautifully 

maintained, executive city home in the sought after Deer Park / UCC neighbourhood. Ideally 

positioned between the prestige neighbourhood of Forest Hill and the vibrant hub of Yonge and 

St.Clair, this is a most desirable and maintenance free offering in the marketplace today. With direct 

garage grade level entry, a fenced and inviting Garden, a private drive accommodating 3 cars and a 

classic exterior, it represents amazing value for the smaller family and is an exciting condo 

alternative for professionals and prudent investors alike. Its handsome, elevated façade, set well 

back from the street, and its inviting, exceptionally bright sky-lit interiors with good ceiling height 

give the feeling of contemporary spaciousness, while walls of windows with walk-outs to a lovely 

Patio and Garden fill this captivating home with enchanting and calming charm. Superbly 

positioned, a short walk to the Yonge and St.Clair subway, it is comfortably nestled in the prime 

UCC/BSS and York private school axis on a quiet, tree lined street.  

 

Handsomely proportioned, the Main Level has a protective, covered entry and practical Vestibule 

leading to the open concept and welcoming Reception area. Thoughtfully designed with neutral 

decor, it offers a floating staircase and lots of wall space for art. The gracefully scaled Living Room 

boasts a gas fireplace and walls of French doors and windows over the Garden, while the pretty 

Dining Room easily seats eight for formal dining and is slightly elevated so Garden views can also 

be enjoyed. The sparkling, well designed Kitchen is modern with quality appliances, wrap-around 

counter space and window. Compact and airy it will appeal to casual or sophisticated chefs alike. It 

could, if desired, easily be opened up to the adjoining Den or Sitting Room with its expansive walk-

out to a delightful South facing Terrace. There may even be some potential to creatively enclose the 

Terrace (Solarium style), which might add to the flexibility of this whole area. 

 

The Second Floor has a hall skylight for lots of natural light and includes the king size South facing 

Master Bedroom offering attractively landscaped views and extra privacy, so well set back is this 

fine home from the street. There is also ample space here for a sitting area along with excellent closet 

storage and an Ensuite as well as two more sunny Bedrooms, a Hall Bath and a linen closet. 

 

The superbly finished, walk out Garden Floor features a really spacious Family/Media Room with 

good ceiling height, a cozy fireplace and French doors to the Garden, which is a real retreat in the 

heart of the City. This open room is large enough to be easily partitioned and create a fourth 

Bedroom or Home Office. There is also a laundry facility, good utility/storage space and a 2-Piece 

Bathroom. The direct entry to the garage is a real bonus particularly as it offers additional storage.  

 

10 Lonsdale Road is in one of the most sought-after and accessible locations that city living has to 

offer. The built-in garage, long, private drive accommodating 3 cars, quality updates and mint 
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condition all combine to enhance the enjoyment of this outstanding property. Situated just a few 

blocks from the St. Clair subway, noted area restaurants and boutiques, acclaimed public and 

private schools and lush parks, it represents superb investment value. Just 20 minutes from the 

Financial Centre, Island Airport and Pearson International, it will appeal to trendy urbanites and 

small families alike.  


